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ABSTRACT
Recent seismological observations have highlighted increasing foreshock activity preceding the failure of large
earthquakes. Foreshock sequences seem to be the signature of a precursory slip during the nucleation of earth
quakes, as observed both prior the Tohoku‐Oki Mw 9.0 and the recent Iquique 2014 Mw 8.1 earthquakes. Advances
in laboratory experiments allow researchers to reproduce seismic ruptures and to study the earthquake nucleation
phase. Here, we track the occurrence of precursory activity prior to stick‐slip instabilities in crustal rocks. An expo
nential acceleration of the precursory slip is systematically observed. This exponential growth implies that (i) the
nucleation phase has a characteristic time, (ii) the amount of precursory slip scales with the fracture energy of the
fault,and (iii) the moment released seismically by foreshocks also increases exponentially with increasing fault
strength. In summary, under upper crustal conditions, the intensity of precursory processes scales with the fracture
energy of the largest asperity, which is eventually going to rupture. The larger the fracture energy of the main asperity,
the larger the amount of precursory slip and the larger the amount of precursory slip released seismically.
12.1. INTRODUCTION
Recent seismological observations have highlighted
increasing foreshock activity preceding the failure of
large earthquakes [Jones and Molnar, 1976; Abercrombie
and Mori, 1996; Bouchon et al., 2011; Kato et al., 2012;
Bouchon et al., 2013; Ruiz et al., 2014]. Foreshock
sequences seem to be the signature of a precursory slip
during the nucleation of earthquakes, as observed prior
to both the Tohoku‐Oki Mw 9.0 [Kato et al., 2012] and
the recent Iquique 2014 Mw 8.1 earthquakes [Ruiz et al.,
2014; Kato and Nakagawa, 2014]. However, foreshocks
sequences are not systematic [Bouchon et al., 2013], and
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the reason why they occur remains poorly understood.
Earthquakes are generated because fault strength drops
with increasing slip and slip‐rate. Using either slip‐
weakening [Ida, 1972; Campillo and Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi
and Rice, 2003] or rate‐ and state‐dependent friction laws
[Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983], theoretical and numerical
models show that dynamic rupture is preceded by a nuclea
tion phase during which the rupture grows and accelerates
on a localized portion of the fault [Ida, 1972; Campillo
and Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi and Rice, 2003; Dieterich,
1979; Ruina, 1983]. This behavior has already been
observed during laboratory experiments under low normal
stress conditions [Ohnaka, 2003; Nielsen et al., 2010;
McLaskey and Kilgore, 2013; Latour et al., 2013] and
under upper crustal conditions, with the observations of
premonitory slip and foreshocks sequence [Thompson
et al., 2009; Goebel et al., 2013; McLaskey and Lockner,
2014; Kwiatek et al., 2014]. These results suggest that if a
similar nucleation stage exists along natural faults, the
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Figure 12.1 Experimental setup. (a) The fault system is simulated using a saw cut Westerly granite sample. The
30 to σ1. Blue square refers to the location of the strain gauges used to estimate
fault is inclined at an angle
the friction coefficient at the onset of instability and the dynamic stress change. (b) Measurement of the initial
roughness of the fault surface. See electronic version for color representation.

deformation processes prior the dynamic rupture could
be detectable by the records of foreshocks or slow slip
events. While it remains difficult to unravel the physical
processes using seismological or geodesic observations,
laboratory experiments allow the measurement of rup
ture processes occurring under controlled conditions.
Therefore, they can give us good insight into the physical
processes leading or not to foreshock activity. Experi
ments conducted under a broad range of stresses, fault
geometries, and rheologies could allow us to understand
the physical meaning of these deformation processes
observed in nature before earthquakes.
In this chapter, we present results from experiments per
formed on saw cut Westerly granite samples (Figure 12.1a)
submitted to triaxial loading, at conditions representative
of the upper crust under various confining pressures
(10 to 100 MPa), and covering the range of pressure inves
tigated using biaxial experiments [Ohnaka, 2003; Nielsen
et al., 2010; McLaskey and Kilgore, 2013; Latour et al.,
2013] and triaxial experiments [Thompson et al., 2009;
Goebel et al., 2013; McLaskey and Lockner, 2014; Kwiatek
et al., 2014]. The confining pressure is a free parameter in
this study, allowing us to understand the influence of the
stress acting on the fault and the nucleation processes of
laboratory earthquakes.
12.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
12.2.1. The Triaxial Loading Cell
The apparatus used here is a triaxial oil‐medium load
ing cell ( 1
2
3 ) built by Sanchez Technologies. The
apparatus can support a confining pressure of 100 MPa

and up to 600 MPa in differential stress (for 40 mm
sample diameter). The confining pressure ( 2
3) and
the axial stress (σ1) are servo‐controlled independently.
Experiments are conducted by imposing a constant strain
rate, ranging from 10 5/s to 10 4/s. Fault displacement was
measured externally by capacitive displacement gap sensors.
12.2.2. Sample Preparation
A sample consists in a cylinder of granite presenting
a diameter of 40 mm and a length of 88 mm. The basal
areas are ground first with a surface grinder to assure
maximal perpendicularity to the long axis of the sample.
Then the cylinder is cut at an angle of 30 degrees to
create a weak fault interface (Figure 12.1a) so that the
experimental fault is elliptical, 40 mm in width and
80 mm in length along strike (Figure 12.1a). The fault
surface is polished with a surface grinder and then
roughened with 240# grit paper to insure constant
roughness conditions at the beginning of each experiment.
The roughness characterized using laser interferometry
is approximately of +/‐12.5 µm (Figure 12.1b). Once
assembled, the sample is insulated from the confining
oil medium by a neoprene jacket 125 mm long and of
50 mm wall thickness. To record acoustic emissions
during experiments, the jacket is perforated by 16 holes
of 7 mm diameter. The position of each hole is measured
accurately to obtain relative sensor locations. Piezo
electric sensors are glued on the rock surface using
cyanocrylate adhesive. The sealing between the jacket
and the sensors is provided by two layers of flexible and
nonbrittle adhesive (Loctite 9455 Hysol). Sixteen P
sensors are used in this study (Figure 12.1a).
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12.2.2.1. Strain Gauges
In order to remove the deformation of the apparatus
(i.e., of the column), external data are compared with the
axial deformation measured on the sample using strain
gauges. Up to four pairs of strain gauges were used during
each experiments. Each pair of strain gauges is composed
of two resistances (
120 ohms) measuring respectively
the axial and the radial strain, corresponding to ε1 and ε2
in the selected referential. Stresses, axial displacement,
and strains are recorded continuously at a sampling rate
of 10 to 1000 Hz. The measurement of the dynamic
stress‐strain change is not possible with these devices
since the duration of the rupture propagation is too short
(<20 µs) [Passelègue et al., 2013]. However, strain gauge
data give us good estimates of the sample elastic con
stants. During the inelastic parts, they can thus be used as
a “low‐frequency and near‐field” stress gauge, enabling
us to infer near‐field friction, for instance. Using the axial
strain gauge measure, the external measurement of the
axial displacement can be corrected for the stiffness of
the apparatus using the relation
FS
ax

sample
ax

Eap

,

(12.1)

FS
where ax
is the average axial strain measured on gap
sample
sensors, ax
is the real axial strain of the sample, Δσ is the
differential stress, and Eap is the rigidity of the apparatus.
The rigidity of the apparatus is estimated by comparing
the axial strain (using strain gauges) during the elastic
part of the experiment with the external measurement of
the axial displacement using gap sensors. In addition,
using linear elastic theory, strain measurements can
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provide a good estimate of the local static stress changes
during experiments. However, as said before, the full
capture of the dynamic stress change requires a higher
sampling rate.
12.2.3. High‐Frequency Stress Measurement
In addition to classical strain gauges, up to four complete
Wheatstone bridge strain gauges (referred to as dynamic
stress gauge hereafter) were glued directly on the rock sample
close to the fault plane (Figure 12.1a, strain gauge). Each
dynamic stress gauge is composed of four resistors (
350
ohms) measuring together the differential strain 1 3. The
signal is relayed to a custom‐designed high‐frequency
amplifier and then recorded, along with the acoustics, on a
16‐channel USB oscilloscope at 10 MHz sampling rate. The
dynamic stress gauges are calibrated during the elastic
loading before each mainshock, assuming a constant
Young modulus (64 GPa) of the rock. The amplified (cali
brated) signal thus measures at a high sampling rate the
dynamic evolution of the differential stress (i.e., 1
3)
during dynamic rupture propagation [Passelègue et al.,
2016; Brantut et al., 2016]. Measurements of the dynamic
stress evolution at high sampling rate have been conducted
during experiments WGsc16 and WGsc17 only (Table 12.1).
12.2.3.1. Passive Record of Acoustic Emissions (AEs)
The piezo‐ceramic sensors used consist of a PZT crystal
(PI ceramic PI255, 5 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in
thickness) encapsulated within a brass casing. All the
piezoelectric crystals are polarized in the same way and
record preferentially compressional waves. Different
ways of recording are used independently or coupled
(Figure 12.2). First, the unamplified signal is relayed to

Table 12.1 List of stick‐slip experiments presented in this study.
Experiments
WGsc3
WGsc4
WGsc5
WGsc6
WGsc7
WGsc9
WGsc16a
WGsc16b
WGsc16c
WGsc16d
WGsc17a
WGsc17b
WGsc17c
WGsc17d

Pc
(MPa)

10
30
50
50
40
40
10
30
50
100
10
20
40
70

Final Axial
Shortening (mm)

Peak Shear Stress at
First Event (MPa)

4
2.3
8.4
6.6
5.5
7.3
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Note: AE = acoustic emission; STE = stick‐slip events.

8.58
21.5
98.9
82.1
62.1
59.8
12.6
33
47.3
154.5
8.9
18.6
43.1
72.6

Dynamic
Strain Gauge

Continuous AE
Recording

—
—
—
—
—
—
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

—
—
—
—
—
yes
—
—
—
yes
—
—
—
yes

Number
of STE
129
42
18
10
4
15
3
5
13
5
1
13
10
9
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Figure 12.2 Schematic diagram of the AE recording system. Most of the signals are recorded twice, using a digital
16‐channel USB oscilloscopes (triggered data) and a 16‐channel continuous recorder (continuous data). Foreshock
signals are amplified at 45 dB prior to recording, allowing the detection of small events.

a 16‐channel digital oscilloscope at a sampling rate of
10 MHz (Figure 12.2a and d). Recording is triggered, on
a single arbitrary channel, by the macroscopic dynamic
rupture (i.e., rupture of the entire fault) during the exper
iments [Schubnel et al., 2011; Passelègue et al., 2013].
Using a second system, signals are amplified at 45 dB via
16 preamplifiers. The amplified signals are then relayed to
a trigger logic box and, if verifying a given pattern (i.e., a
threshold amplitude on a given number of channels in a
given time window), are relayed to and recorded by a
second 16‐channel oscilloscope at 10 MHz sampling rate.
In this case, the amplified signals allow the recording of
small events before or after the macroscopic events
(Figure 12.2b and e). In addition, some stick‐slip experi
ments have been conducted using continuous recording
of the acoustic waveforms during the entire experiment at
4 MHz sampling rate (Figure 12.2c and f). The complete
waveforms are then analyzed and harvested into single
AE again when the signals verify a given pattern. This
system is used to record the complete AE waveforms
catalogs during experiments while the “triggered data
system” (Figure 12.2b and e) is limited to 10 AEs/second.

In total, a catalog of more than 200 Stick‐slip Events
(STE or mainshock) was obtained. Using a continuous
AE monitoring, approximately 900 foreshocks were
recorded and located for 30 STE or mainshocks, which
were preceded by a foreshock sequence. The stress condi
tions were imposed to mimic those of the upper crust.
Normal stress acting on the fault ranged from 15 to
110 MPa. Shear stress and normal stresses on the fault are
estimated using the measurements of σ1 and σ3, assuming
Mohr circle relationships.
12.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
12.3.1. Mechanical and Acoustic Results
The configuration used in this study is such that when
the axial stress is increased, both the normal (σn) and
the tangential stress (τ) acting on the fault increase.
When the state of stress reaches a critical value corre
sponding to the peak of stress of the fault τc, instabilities
occur, leading to a macroscopic friction drop (τ/σn)
(Figure 12.3).
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Figure 12.3 Evolution of resolved friction coefficient, displacement, and acoustic emissions rate during stick‐slip
sequences conducted at 10, 30, and 50 MPa confining pressure. Black, grey, and red solid lines correspond
respectively to the friction coefficient, the axial displacement, and the AE‐rate (AE/s). Colored stars refer to individual main shocks presented in Figure 12.4. See electronic version for color representation.

Three STE sequences at 10, 30, and 50 MPa of confining
pressure are displayed in Figures 12.3a, b, and c, respec
tively. Experimental results highlight that (i) the static fric
tion coefficient, (ii) the stress drop, and consequently, (iii)
the moment magnitude (and total seismic slip) and the rup
ture speed of the mainshock systematically increase with
increasing the confining pressure, i.e., the critical shear
stress τc at the onset of rupture [Passelègue et al., 2013].
Increasing confining pressure also leads to an increase of
the acoustic activity. At low confining pressure ( 3 10
MPa), a single acoustic emission is recorded per stick‐slip
cycle, and this AE corresponds to the mainshock. However,
increasing the confining pressure ( 3 30 or 50 MPa) leads
to an increase of the acoustic activity during stick‐slip cycle.
The peak of activity is systematically observed in the sec
ond preceding the mainshock (Figure 12.3b, c).
The relationship between the frictional behavior of the
fault interface and the acoustic activity is presented in
Figure 12.4, for three individual events of each STE
sequence presented in Figure 12.3. For low values of τc
(<40 MPa), no foreshocks are recorded, although slip
acceleration along the fault is observed (Figure 12.4a).

This result suggests that most of the precursory slip is
aseismic or that AEs amplitudes are below the threshold
of the acoustic monitoring system. In addition, slip
strengthening behavior is observed on the fault (i.e,
friction increases continuously with fault slip) up to the
occurrence of the main shock.
For higher values of τc (>40 MPa), we systematically
record foreshocks (Figure 12.4b, c). Contrary to the behavior
observed for low values of τc (<40 MPa), friction measure
ment (τc/ σn) departs significantly from linearity in the few
seconds preceding the mainshock, indicating a local
stress release, which coincides both with the occurrence
of foreshocks and fault slip acceleration (Figure 12.4b, c).
The acceleration in acoustic emission activity corresponds
with that of the onset of slip‐weakening behavior.
To further investigate the characteristic of foreshock
sequences, the acoustic energy released by AEs was esti
mated similarly to Zang et al. [1998] following

Ea

1
k

Ai

2

,

(12.2)
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Figure 12.4 Friction and foreshock dynamics at the onset of stick‐slip instability. (a, b) Evolution of friction during
three isolated stick‐slip events under different critical shear stress conditions (colored stars refer to the STE
presented in Figure 12.3). The friction is estimated using strain gauges located 3 mm away from the fault plane
(Figure 12.1b). The number of AEs, the cumulative acoustic energy (Ea), and the precursory slip are normalized by
their final values and vary from 0 to 1. The signal‐to‐noise ratio increases with increasing final values of precursory
slip (as the critical shear stress increases). Final values of precursory slip are respectively 1.3, 3.2, and 9.5 µm for
a, b, and c. Background orange area presents the fraction of time under slip weakening regime. Note that this
fraction of time increases with τc. See electronic version for color representation.

where Ai is the maximum amplitude of the AE “i” and k
is the number of sensors used for the amplitude calcula
tion. An abrupt acceleration in the cumulative acoustic
energy occurs in the few seconds preceding the main
shock. Since the cumulative acoustic energy increases
faster than the cumulative AE number, this indicates that
the average moment of AEs is getting larger, or in other
terms, that the b‐value of the Gutenberg‐Richter law is
decreasing prior to failure, as already observed by several
experimental studies [Sammonds et al., 1992; Goebel
et al., 2012, 2013; Kwiatek et al., 2014]. In summary,
increasing the critical shear stress τc in our experiments
leads to an increase of (i) the number of foreshocks, (ii)
the amount of precursory slip, and (iii) the precursory
cumulative acoustic energy release (Figure 12.4). These
observations suggest that τc controls the intensity of the
precursory activity.

12.3.2. Location of Acoustic Emissions
P‐wave arrival recorded on each sensor was automati
cally picked using a simple RMS function (the accuracy
of autopicking is on the order of 0.1 µs). Next, to locate
AEs, we calculate the theoretical travel times between a
possible nucleation point (X,Y,Z) next to the fault
plane and each piezoelectric sensor location in the
array. We assume a 3D geometry, with a fault thickness
of 1 cm, which corresponds to the size of the largest crack
observed on the postmortem samples. At a given station
k, theoretical P‐wave travel times from nucleation point
(X,Y,Z) can be calculated following

t

X

Xk

2

Y Yk
CP

2

Z Zk

2

,

(12.3)
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where CP is the compressional wave velocity. For each AE
event, time residuals Δt, between observed arrival times
texp and theoretical ones tk, are calculated for different pos
sible initiation times (t0) following
k

tkexp tk t0

0

t

n

,

(12.4)

where n is the number of experimental arrival times used.
The sum of the residual time is then minimized using a
least‐square function. The minimization outputs the
nucleation point of the event and its time of initiation.
The average value of the residual time for all AEs located
is about 0.1 µs, corresponding to a location accuracy of
0.5 mm assuming C P 5800 m / s. This method allows us
to remove AEs nucleating far away from the fault. Note,
however, that more than 95% of the foreshocks are
located within the considered fault thickness.
The distribution of foreshock hypocenters and magni
tudes as a function of time along the fault for representative
foreshock sequences is presented in Figure 12.5. Initially,
most of the foreshocks have low magnitudes and are located
(a)
–20

(b)

Fault width [mm]
0
10
20 –20
–10

at the periphery of the fault surface (Figure 12.5a–c). The
average magnitude of foreshocks gradually increases
with time, while the hypocenters migrate toward the
inner section of the fault plane (Figure 12.5). The strongest
foreshock generally occurs just prior to the mainshock
(Figure 12.5). In Figure 12.5a, we can also note the pres
ence of clusters, and in particular, the fact that the same
foreshock source (or asperity) may be able to break twice
within a small time window, sometimes with over one order
magnitude difference in moment release.
12.3.3. Dynamic Stress Drop During Mainshocks
The raw data representing the differential stress evolution
during a mainshock observed at 50 MPa confining pressure
(middle range of pressure explored in this study) is dis
played in Figure 12.6a. The stress is stable until the passage
of the rupture front. Then, a strong and abrupt decrease of
the stress is observed down to a minimum value. The differ
ence between the peak stress and the minimal value corre
sponds to the dynamic stress change and can be used to
estimate the dynamic shear stress drop by considering a 2D
geometry. After the drop, frame oscillations are observed
(c)
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Figure 12.5 Location of foreshock epicenters prior to main shocks. (a–c) Results of the location of foreshocks
along the fault plane prior to three main shocks induced at 50 MPa confining pressure. The colored bar corresponds to the initiation time of each foreshock relative to the main shock. Note that one part of the fault (central
part) remains devoid of acoustic activity. The background image presents the fault surface striation after the
experiment. The marker size corresponds to the relative magnitude of each foreshock. Gray circles around the
fault correspond to sensor locations. See electronic version for color representation.
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Figure 12.6 High‐frequency stress measurements. (a) Evolution of the stress during stick‐slip instability at 130 MPa
in normal stress. Grey solid line corresponds to raw data. The data have been smoothed using low‐pass filter at
200 KHz in order to remove noise (black solid line). A strong dynamic stress drop is first observed. The final stress
difference corresponds to the static stress drop. (b) Relative dynamic stress change curves recorded for 20 main
shocks. All curves are normalized by the critical shear stress (τc) measured at the onset of rupture. Both dynamic
and static stress drops increase with the initial state of stress. The weakening time tw tends to decrease with stress.
Stress oscillations after the dynamic stress drop are probably due to resonances of the apparatus frame. See electronic version for color representation.

due to the rapid release of stress, which generally occurs in a
few microseconds (i.e., the weakening time tw 20 s). The
amplitude of the oscillations decreases with time until the
stress reaches a stable value (Figure 12.6a), which corre
sponds to the final stress after instability [Beeler et al., 2012].
The difference between the initial shear stress and the final
stress value is consistent with the static stress drop recorded
using low sampling rate measurements. All the data presented
below have been smoothed using a low‐pass filter at 200 KHz
in order to remove the high‐frequency content related to elec
trical noise and wave propagation. The influence of the stress
acting on the fault on the dynamic strength drop is presented
in Figure 12.6b. For low values of critical shear stress ( c 20
MPa), only a fraction of the stress (0.1 τc), i.e., of the elastic
strain, is released during macroscopic rupture. However,
increasing the normal stress acting on the fault leads to an
increase of the fraction of the shear stress released during the
macroscopic rupture, which can go up to 0.8 τc.
12.4. EXPONENTIAL INCREASE
OF THE PRECURSORY ACTIVITY
Precursory slip was systematically observed even at low
shear stress (Figure 12.7a). The evolution of the precur
sory slip evolves exponentially with time following
t

u t

e tc ,

(12.5)

where tc is a characteristic time for the nucleation phase,
previously defined during laboratory experiments
[Latour et al., 2013]. Note that tc differs from the time to
failure. It corresponds to the characteristic time of the
exponential, i.e., the tangent at t = 0. The time to failure
corresponds to the time for the exponential slip to grow
up to a critical value after which dramatic slip weakening
occurs and the rupture becomes dynamic. In these new
experiments, this parameter is between 2 and 4 seconds
and is independent of τc (Figure 12.7b). These values of
tc were determined from the maximum slip rate meas
ured just prior to main shocks following u uc /tc. Both
values of uc and u increase, with τc leading to a same
order of magnitude of tc. This parameter was also found
to be independent of the stress in a previous experimen
tal study [Latour et al., 2013]. Predicted by several theo
retical and experimental studies [Ohnaka, 2003; Ida,
1972; Campillo and Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi and Rice,
2003], this is clear experimental evidence of systematic
exponential precursory slip growth, independent of the
state of stress and of the friction of the fault interface
(here, 0.4 < f < 0.9). However, the inferred value of tc is
three orders of magnitude larger in this study than in the
study of Latour et al. [2013], which suggests that this
parameter might be a function of the fault geometry and
the frictional properties of the fault interface.
The characteristic time tc of nucleation can be approxi
mated by Latour et al. [2013],
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Figure 12.7 Characteristic of the precursory slip. (a) Precursory slip evolution curves of all main shocks. The slip
is corrected from elastic effects. The colored bar represents the critical shear stress at the onset of each main
shock. Displacement is plotted in logarithmic scale, demonstrating an exponential acceleration of slip prior to the
dynamic slip instability. The final value uc of precursory slip increases with τc. (b) Characteristic nucleation time
of each main shock as a function of the critical initial shear stress. The colored bar presents the maximal sliding
velocity reached during the nucleation. While the characteristic time is independent of stress (tc 3), the peak
sliding velocity increases with stress. See electronic version for color representation.

tc

Dc
k
,
p0 fs fd

(12.6)

where k is the ratio between the sliding velocity and the
rupture velocity, p0 is a characteristic power density
leading to the weakening of the fault surface [Di Toro
et al., 2011], Dc is the critical weakening distance, μ is the
shear modulus of the granite, and ( fs fd ) is the friction
drop. Using the average values measured directly here
for one of the events with the longest foreshock sequence
(( fs fd ) 0.02 during the nucleation phase, Figure 12.4;
Dc uc 10 m, Figure 12.6a; tc 3 s, Figure 12.6b), a
typical ratio of sliding velocity versus rupture velocity
of 3.10 4 [Latour et al., 2013] and of the shear modulus
of Westerly granite (34GPa) yields a critical power
density p0 value of 1700 150 W/m2, which is compat
ible with a recent experimental compilation of critical
power densities [Di Toro et al., 2011]. However, there
does not seem to be a systematic relationship between
tc and τc (Figure 12.7b). This equation can be written
k uc
(with Dc uc) as fs fd
, assuming further that k
p0tc
and p0 are independent on τc [Latour et al., 2013; Di Toro
et al., 2011]. Given that tc presents same order of magni
tude values, the friction drop fs fd increases with τc
in the same way as uc.
In addition, normalizing the cumulative acoustic
energy E(t) with the final cumulative acoustic energy
Ea and time with the duration t0 of each foreshock
sequences, we can show that, when foreshocks are

recorded, the precursory acoustic energy also increases
exponentially (Figure 12.8):
E t
E1

t t0

e

t0

,

(12.7)

where α is a scaling constant (the best fit has been deter
3.47 ). This observation demonstrates
mined using
that the rupture of initially small asperities are followed
by the rupture of larger and larger ones, and so on up
to the rupture of the main asperity (Figures 12.5c
and 12.8).
12.5. INFLUENCE OF STRESS
ON THE PRECURSORY ACTIVITY
The critical slip uc required to trigger the mainshock
increases with critical shear stress (Figure 12.7a), which
suggests that, for the main asperity, Dc increases with τc.
To further investigate the influence of τc on the fault
mechanical properties, we now estimate the effective frac
f fd
ture energy G Dc n s
of main shocks using the
2
dynamic stress drop records (Figure 12.6). The effective
fracture energy (J/m2) is a known proxy for the strength
of the fault [Wong, 1982, 1986; Ohnaka, 2003]. Assuming
a constant rupture velocity (i.e., a constant sliding veloc
ity) and a purely slip weakening behavior, the critical slip
distance Dc can be estimated using the equation [Ida,
1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973; Rice, 1979]
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(12.8)

where μ is the shear modulus of the granite estimated
using strain measurements (
34 GPa).
The value of the rupture velocity Vr at a given point of
the fault can be estimated during main shock using the
dominant arrival recorded on the near‐field sensor
records as shown in Schubnel et al. [2011] and Passelègue
et al. [2013]. For simplicity, we approximate the shape of
the rupture front by a circular shape at sub‐Rayleigh
velocity and by an elliptical shape at supershear velocity,
where the ratio of the two axes corresponds to the ratio
of the velocities in the in‐plane direction. Thereafter, the
value of the rupture velocity at a given point of the fault
can be estimated during the event using
Vr X ,Y

1
2

cos
C s2

sin 2
VII2

,

(12.9)

where VII is the rupture velocity along strike and α is the
angle between the coordinates of the given point (X,Y)
and the mode‐III direction (Figure 12.6a). Both sub‐
Rayleigh and supershear ruptures are observed during
experiments [Schubnel et al., 2011; Passelègue et al., 2013].
Using this estimation of the rupture velocity, the values
of the dynamic stress drop, and the values of the weaken
ing time tw (Figure 12.6), the values of Dc and G were
estimated for each mainshock. The values of Dc obtained
using equation (12.8) can be considered overestimates
because our measurements of the stress change are not

performed directly on the fault plane [Svetlizky and
Fineberg, 2014]. However, using this simple relation, Dc
remains always smaller than the final displacement, sug
gesting that this calculation provides good estimates. Both
Dc and G increase with τc. This result agrees with previous
experimental studies [Wong, 1986; Kato et al., 2003].
A strong correlation between G and the intensity of the
precursory activity is observed. At low critical shear
stress (τc < 20 MPa), where no foreshocks are observed,
G falls between 1 and 10 J/m2, i.e., close to values for the
rupture of single minerals [Fredrich and Wong, 1986].
However, a power four dependence of G with critical
shear stress is observed, and G reaches values close to
104 J/m2 for the highest value of stress attained during
macroscopic rupture (Figure 12.9). In agreement with
previous experimental studies [Wong, 1982, 1986;
Ohnaka, 2003], this demonstrates that the strength of the
fault increases with the stress acting on the fault plane.
This is expected from nucleation length theory [Ida, 1972;
Campillo and Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi and Rice, 2003]
(Figure 12.9), because the transition between stable slip
and dynamic rupture theoretically depends on both nor
mal stress and the fracture energy. Indeed, for a linear slip
weakening friction law [Ida, 1972; Campillo and Ionescu,
1997; Uenishi and Rice, 2003], the critical nucleation
length can be defined as
Lc

G

2
c

1

fd
fs

2

,

(12.10)

where β is a nondimensional shape factor coefficient
( 1.158) [Campillo and Ionescu, 1997]. Asperities of size
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calculated following equation (12.4), assuming that p
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See electronic version for color representation.
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Figure 12.10 Ratio between the acoustic energy and the total precursory moment release measured on the fault
(Mp Aˆ uc S ) as a function of critical shear stress (black circles). In the background, large red circles present values of fracture energy G of main shocks as a function of τc (Figure 12.9). Foreshocks are observed when the
fracture energy of the main shocks becomes large behind the fracture energy for small minerals. The larger the
fracture energy of the main shock, the larger the intensity of the foreshock sequence.

L can slip seismically only if L Lc ( c ,G ) , otherwise, the
slip remains aseismic. Assuming Lc L f , a power exponent
2 is expected from equation (12.4). In our experiments, a
power four dependence of G with respect to τc is observed
because the friction drop also increases linearly with τc
[Passelègue, 2014; Passelègue et al., 2016].
The precursory acoustic energy release rate κ (V2/m),
i.e., the amount of acoustic energy released by foreshocks

(Ea, V2) per amount of precursory slip uc (m), increases with
τc (Figure 12.10). At low stress, the lack of foreshocks
may be due to a technical limit (AE threshold sensibility).
However, at higher stresses, the precursory acoustic
energy release rate κ increases with increasing critical
shear stress, i.e., with increasing fault strength. In other
words, the ratio between seismic and aseismic premoni
tory slip increases with τc and G.
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12.6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR NATURAL EARTHQUAKES
Our experimental results demonstrate that premoni
tory slip is systematically observed during the nucleation
stage of mainshocks. This result agrees with previous
experimental studies conducted at low stress conditions
[Ohnaka, 2003; McLaskey and Kilgore, 2013; Latour
et al., 2013] and under upper crustal stress conditions
[McLaskey and Lockner, 2014]. We demonstrate that this
premonitory slip evolves exponentially up to the dynamic
rupture of the entire experimental fault. In addition, this
premonitory slip can be (i) mostly aseismic at low stress
conditions or (ii) signaled by a sequence of foreshocks,
which also evolves exponentially, at higher stress condi
tions. This observation can be explained by the coupling of
two phenomena: (1) at low stress conditions, the fracture
energy of the entire fault is comparable to the fracture
energy of minerals. In these conditions, the rupture of
small asperities could release enough energy to propagate
the rupture through the entire fault. On the contrary, under
high stress conditions, small asperities can fail seismically
without rupturing the entire fault because of the large frac
ture energy required to propagate the rupture of the entire
fault; (2) As expected by equation (12.10), the increase of
stress acting along the fault decreases the nucleation length.
For small asperities, assuming that the fracture energy
scales with the size of the rupture [Abercrombie and Rice,
2005], increasing the stress acting on the fault could pro
mote the dynamic failure of small asperities, which would
slip aseismically at low stress conditions.
As observed in nature [Kato et al., 2012; Bouchon
et al., 2013; Ruiz et al., 2014], foreshock sequences are
the signature of a precursory slip during the nucleation
of laboratory earthquakes. While no foreshocks are
detected at low stress conditions (τc < 20 MPa), the trigger
of the premonitory slip triggers a foreshock sequence at
larger stress conditions. In these conditions, the foreshock
activity also evolves exponentially up to the rupture of
the mainshock. These experimental results are in agree
ment with natural observations along the interplate
interface [Bouchon et al., 2013] and with the cascade
model proposed by Ellsworth et al. [2004] and Beroza
and Ellsworth [1996].
As stated previously, the occurence of foreshock
sequences is related to high stress conditions in the labo
ratory and to the increase of the fracture energy of the
experimental fault. Along natural faults, an accurate
estimate of the absolute stress is difficult. However, it has
been noted that the foreshock activity that preceded the
2011 Tohoku Mw 9.0 earthquake was confined under a
certain depth [Ide and Aochi, 2013]. The same observa
tion has been reported during the Iquique earthquake
[Ruiz et al., 2014]. This might be explained by the fact

that at shallow depth the relatively small asperities that
may cause foreshocks will not fail dynamically [Ide and
Aochi, 2013; Noda and Lapusta, 2013], because the critical
nucleation length Lc is larger than small size asperity.
Of course, many other parameters could play a impor
tant role in the premonitory phase of crustal earthquakes.
For example, high pore fluid pressures may reduce fault
strength, increase the nucleation size, and prevent the
occurrence of foreshocks. In addition, at the bottom of
the seismogenic layer, intracrystalline plasticity and duc
tile deformation processes are active [Brace and Kohlstedt,
1980] so that again, the nucleation size could be large
enough to prevent small asperities from being seismic.
Fault geometry will also have a strong influence on the
occurrence of foreshocks. Indeed, both the distribution
of the sizes of asperities and the way that their effective
frictional properties scale up plays an important role in
the occurrence of foreshocks. Finally, premonitory slip or
stable slip seems to be the necessary condition to observe
foreshock sequence. Fault complexity decreases with
cumulative slip and fault maturity [Stirling et al., 1996].
Plate boundary faults should be less segmented than
intraplate ones and thus promote the occurrence of fore
shock sequence induced by stable slip around seismic
asperities [Bouchon et al., 2013; Kato et al., 2012; Ruiz
et al., 2014].
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